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Subject: MFG-CNM-HCM-P / Change Conditions and Delay (1994)
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Hello Bill,
 
Enclosed is our letter 1994-CNM-HAL-056 regarding Change Conditions and Delay.
 
Please Acknowledge reception.
 
This letter may be part of our discussions tomorrow.
 
 

Jean-David Turcotte
Directeur Général Adjoint
Canmec Industriel Inc.
1750 La Grande
Chicoutimi (Qc)
G7K 1H7
Tel : (418) 543-9151 poste 452
Mobile: (418) 540-8076
Fax : (418) 543-4283
jdturcotte@canmec.com

 
AVIS DE CONFIDENTIALITÉ
L'information contenue dans ce message ainsi que dans les fichiers attachés est de nature privilégiée et confidentielle, destinée à l'usage exclusif du destinataire visé et identifié ci-dessus. Si ce message vous est parvenu par erreur, vous êtes, par la présente, avisé que toute divulgation, copie ou distribution de cette information en partie ou en totalité est strictement
interdite. Vous êtes alors prié de nous en aviser par courrier électronique à l'adresse de l'expéditeur, de façon à pouvoir prendre les dispositions appropriées.

NOTICE OF CONFIDENTIALITY
The information contained in this message as well as in any attached file may contain confidential or proprietary information that is the property of the sender. The information is intended for the use of the individual or entity named above. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, dissemination or the taking of any
action in relation with the contents of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please immediately notify us by e-mail at the sender's electronic address to make appropriate arrangements.
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January 12th, 2016 1994-CNM-HAL-056 
 
 
Mr. Bill Mavromatis 
Project Management 
ANDRITZ HYDRO LTÉE 
6100 aut. Transcanadienne 
Pointe-Claire, Québec, Canada 
H9R 1B9 
 
 
Subject:  Change Conditions and Delay 
 
 
Dear Mr. Mavromatis, 
 
We acknowledge reception, on December 23th 2015, of LCP’s letters 190 and 191 regarding Spillway 
Work Area Change Conditions and Civil Delay. Considering the arguments and opinions expressed by 
LCP’s in these correspondences, we consider critical to recall the basis of our requests and to 
comment some of LCP’s allegations. 
 
Change in Work Area Conditions: 
 

The Exhibit 9 of the Contract clearly defines the expected Work Area Condition upon 
Milestones I1A and I1B. More specifically, the definitions of the Work Area Conditions include 
the “Completion” of all major Civil Works that may have an impact on our Work such as the 
“Downstream Bridges” and the “upstream Bridges”. The Contract also specifies that both 
“Spillway Discharge Channel” and “Spillway Upstream Channel” must be “free for Hydro-
Mechanical Contractor CH0032 occupation” upon achievement of milestone I1B and I1A 
respectively. 
 
The presence of the Tower Crane in the “upstream Channel” as well as the concurrent 
activities on the “upstream bridges” are both examples of “A variation to the schedule for the 
completion of a Milestone (…) resulting from an act or omission by Company Group” as it is 
defined in section 1.2-k (v) of the Agreement and then constitute a Change that create 
coordination and extra Work for us. 
 
As especially specified in Article 2.15 of section 48 13 10 of the Technical Specification and 
also as it is indicated by LCP in the referred letters, we have the obligation to coordinate our 
installation activities with Company’s other Contractor. However, all Contractual specifications 
being complementary, this coordination was expected to be within the other contractual 
requirements such as the ones specifically defined in Exhibit 9. Any coordination created by 
conditions that differs from the conditions defined in the Contract constitutes a Change and 
must be treated as such. 

 
Quantification and Compensation related to the Changes: 
 

In the referred letters, LCP’s rejects our requests item per item, arguing that we haven’t be 
directly affected by Work stoppage or that we failed to coordinate following the information 
given in coordination meeting. 
 
It is well known in Construction Industry that unforeseen interference with others have an 
impact on overall productivity as well as a direct negative impact on the affected Work. Our 
past experiences demonstrated that working conditions, like the new unforeseen work area 
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conditions that prevail at Muskrat Falls, significantly affect our performances. We already 
provided AH with statistical studies, made by the National Research Council (NRC) and based 
on real cases, that demonstrate that stacking of trades, overcrowding and other change in 
working conditions may affect seriously the performance of the Work and increase significantly 
the cost and the schedule. 
 
It is also well known that such kind of change cannot be treated on a case by case basis. Each 
event having an impact on each other and on the overall performance. For this reason, all the 
consequences arising from the non-readiness of the Civil Work pursuant to Milestone I1A and 
I1B will be managed as one on-going case until the Completion of the Work. 
 
As stipulated in Article 26.8-c (ii), we will “provide Company a reasonable estimate of the 
quantification of the request” on a regular basis by showing the impacts of the Changes on our 
actual performances. It is also important to know that our analysis will take into account the 
other Changes such as the acceleration of the schedule (CHO-003) and the repair of the 
Primary Anchors (CHO not received yet). 
 
Our final cost impact calculation will demonstrate the overall difference between the actual 
cost and duration and the planned cost and schedule as per Contract requirements. The 
calculation will take into consideration every Change to the Work, as well as impact belonging 
to Contractor, and will be validated by independent studies (NRC). 

 
LCP’s allegations regarding Contractor’s attitude:  
 

LCP’s opinion that we “adopted a negative and excuse focused attitude” and that we focus on 
“complaining about situation alleging delay” is a non-factual and unfounded argument. All of 
our efforts are directed toward the improvement of the Work sequence and our team is 
directed to make everything in their power to minimize the impact of the unforeseen interfaces 
on the Work. We are very disappointed that all of our efforts are interpreted that way by AH 
and LCP. 
 
In addition of having repeated many time the potential negative impact of interferences with 
others, we proactively submitted, through correspondence 1994-CNM-HAL-044, term sheets 
allowing the equitable management of the Changes in working conditions in order to avoid this 
actual situation. The parties failed to reach an agreement prior to this expected situation which 
forces us to follow the Contractual requirements regarding Change Management. 
 
As demanded in Article 26.8 of the Agreement, we have the obligation to notify that “an 
occurrence has taken place which constitutes a Change”. This demand is expressly made in 
the Contract written by LCP. We hardly understand how they could interpret our notifications 
as excuses and complaints. Our only intent is to keep tracking on site condition to avoid further 
confusion and misunderstanding and to protect our right. 
 
Our capacity of managing this situation being limited by our position in the communication 
protocol, we rely on AH usual cooperation to accurately transmit our positions to LCP during 
the coordination meetings. We also expect a partnership oriented transparency from AH and 
an equitable sharing of the pressure given by LCP in the management of the interfaces. 

 
Management of the Execution Schedule: 
 

Our inability to “submit an approved schedule and execution plan for prosecuting the works” is 
a direct consequence of LCP’s failure to provide precise and accurate execution Milestones, to 
provide site conditions details and to provide progress status of other Contractors. We then 
consider any argument based on our schedule and used to reject our request as unfounded 
and belonging to LCP’s responsibility.  
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We will continue our scheduling and interface coordination effort but, until LCP achievement of 
the level of completion required by Milestones I1A and I1B, it will be impossible for us to follow 
and respect a theoretical and pre-defined schedule. 
 
We consider also important to remind that, as long as we are executing the Work under a lump 
sum performance Agreement, the final decisions regarding scheduling and Work method 
allowing the execution of the Contract requirements are our responsibility. Obviously, we will 
keep constant communication with AH to manage the interfaces and we will continue to 
consider any useful suggestion made by AH and LCP to improve our performances. 
 

Please note that we will be available to discuss with you in order to align our common actions on that 
matter. 
 
 
Best regards, 
 
 
 
 
Jean-David Turcotte, Eng. 
Project Director – Hydroelectricity 
 
JDT/et 
 
Cc:  Mathieu Bertrand, Andritz 
 Éric Tremblay, Canmec Industrial 
 Jean-François Harpin, Andritz 
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January 12th, 2016 1994-CNM-HAL-056 
 
 
Mr. Bill Mavromatis 
Project Management 
ANDRITZ HYDRO LTÉE 
6100 aut. Transcanadienne 
Pointe-Claire, Québec, Canada 
H9R 1B9 
 
 
Subject:  Change Conditions and Delay 
 
 
Dear Mr. Mavromatis, 
 
We acknowledge reception, on December 23th 2015, of LCP’s letters 190 and 191 regarding Spillway 
Work Area Change Conditions and Civil Delay. Considering the arguments and opinions expressed by 
LCP’s in these correspondences, we consider critical to recall the basis of our requests and to 
comment some of LCP’s allegations. 
 
Change in Work Area Conditions: 
 


The Exhibit 9 of the Contract clearly defines the expected Work Area Condition upon 
Milestones I1A and I1B. More specifically, the definitions of the Work Area Conditions include 
the “Completion” of all major Civil Works that may have an impact on our Work such as the 
“Downstream Bridges” and the “upstream Bridges”. The Contract also specifies that both 
“Spillway Discharge Channel” and “Spillway Upstream Channel” must be “free for Hydro-
Mechanical Contractor CH0032 occupation” upon achievement of milestone I1B and I1A 
respectively. 
 
The presence of the Tower Crane in the “upstream Channel” as well as the concurrent 
activities on the “upstream bridges” are both examples of “A variation to the schedule for the 
completion of a Milestone (…) resulting from an act or omission by Company Group” as it is 
defined in section 1.2-k (v) of the Agreement and then constitute a Change that create 
coordination and extra Work for us. 
 
As especially specified in Article 2.15 of section 48 13 10 of the Technical Specification and 
also as it is indicated by LCP in the referred letters, we have the obligation to coordinate our 
installation activities with Company’s other Contractor. However, all Contractual specifications 
being complementary, this coordination was expected to be within the other contractual 
requirements such as the ones specifically defined in Exhibit 9. Any coordination created by 
conditions that differs from the conditions defined in the Contract constitutes a Change and 
must be treated as such. 


 
Quantification and Compensation related to the Changes: 
 


In the referred letters, LCP’s rejects our requests item per item, arguing that we haven’t be 
directly affected by Work stoppage or that we failed to coordinate following the information 
given in coordination meeting. 
 
It is well known in Construction Industry that unforeseen interference with others have an 
impact on overall productivity as well as a direct negative impact on the affected Work. Our 
past experiences demonstrated that working conditions, like the new unforeseen work area 
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conditions that prevail at Muskrat Falls, significantly affect our performances. We already 
provided AH with statistical studies, made by the National Research Council (NRC) and based 
on real cases, that demonstrate that stacking of trades, overcrowding and other change in 
working conditions may affect seriously the performance of the Work and increase significantly 
the cost and the schedule. 
 
It is also well known that such kind of change cannot be treated on a case by case basis. Each 
event having an impact on each other and on the overall performance. For this reason, all the 
consequences arising from the non-readiness of the Civil Work pursuant to Milestone I1A and 
I1B will be managed as one on-going case until the Completion of the Work. 
 
As stipulated in Article 26.8-c (ii), we will “provide Company a reasonable estimate of the 
quantification of the request” on a regular basis by showing the impacts of the Changes on our 
actual performances. It is also important to know that our analysis will take into account the 
other Changes such as the acceleration of the schedule (CHO-003) and the repair of the 
Primary Anchors (CHO not received yet). 
 
Our final cost impact calculation will demonstrate the overall difference between the actual 
cost and duration and the planned cost and schedule as per Contract requirements. The 
calculation will take into consideration every Change to the Work, as well as impact belonging 
to Contractor, and will be validated by independent studies (NRC). 


 
LCP’s allegations regarding Contractor’s attitude:  
 


LCP’s opinion that we “adopted a negative and excuse focused attitude” and that we focus on 
“complaining about situation alleging delay” is a non-factual and unfounded argument. All of 
our efforts are directed toward the improvement of the Work sequence and our team is 
directed to make everything in their power to minimize the impact of the unforeseen interfaces 
on the Work. We are very disappointed that all of our efforts are interpreted that way by AH 
and LCP. 
 
In addition of having repeated many time the potential negative impact of interferences with 
others, we proactively submitted, through correspondence 1994-CNM-HAL-044, term sheets 
allowing the equitable management of the Changes in working conditions in order to avoid this 
actual situation. The parties failed to reach an agreement prior to this expected situation which 
forces us to follow the Contractual requirements regarding Change Management. 
 
As demanded in Article 26.8 of the Agreement, we have the obligation to notify that “an 
occurrence has taken place which constitutes a Change”. This demand is expressly made in 
the Contract written by LCP. We hardly understand how they could interpret our notifications 
as excuses and complaints. Our only intent is to keep tracking on site condition to avoid further 
confusion and misunderstanding and to protect our right. 
 
Our capacity of managing this situation being limited by our position in the communication 
protocol, we rely on AH usual cooperation to accurately transmit our positions to LCP during 
the coordination meetings. We also expect a partnership oriented transparency from AH and 
an equitable sharing of the pressure given by LCP in the management of the interfaces. 


 
Management of the Execution Schedule: 
 


Our inability to “submit an approved schedule and execution plan for prosecuting the works” is 
a direct consequence of LCP’s failure to provide precise and accurate execution Milestones, to 
provide site conditions details and to provide progress status of other Contractors. We then 
consider any argument based on our schedule and used to reject our request as unfounded 
and belonging to LCP’s responsibility.  
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We will continue our scheduling and interface coordination effort but, until LCP achievement of 
the level of completion required by Milestones I1A and I1B, it will be impossible for us to follow 
and respect a theoretical and pre-defined schedule. 
 
We consider also important to remind that, as long as we are executing the Work under a lump 
sum performance Agreement, the final decisions regarding scheduling and Work method 
allowing the execution of the Contract requirements are our responsibility. Obviously, we will 
keep constant communication with AH to manage the interfaces and we will continue to 
consider any useful suggestion made by AH and LCP to improve our performances. 
 


Please note that we will be available to discuss with you in order to align our common actions on that 
matter. 
 
 
Best regards, 
 
 
 
 
Jean-David Turcotte, Eng. 
Project Director – Hydroelectricity 
 
JDT/et 
 
Cc:  Mathieu Bertrand, Andritz 
 Éric Tremblay, Canmec Industrial 
 Jean-François Harpin, Andritz 
 


 









